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FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

BEST ENVIRONMENTAL WRITING
Class 3011
Circulation up to 9,999

Genesee Keevil
Yukon News

Whitehorse, YT

Martha Perkins
Bowen Island Undercurrent

Bowen Island, BC

Michael Gorman And Tina Comeau
The Vanguard
Yarmouth, NS

 

Judge: Dale Bass

In first place, Michael Gorman and Tina Comeau from Yarmouth County Vanguard. A strong package of 
imminently readable material about something we all tend to take for granted much too often. The story 
choices provide a balanced coverage, something that is so necessary when there are two – and sometimes 
more - sides to the story. And, although the stories are long, they are not ponderous but rather easy to read 
and are written so that you must finish them.

 Genesee Keevil from the Yukon News comes in second place. This is a subject that could have easily been 
ignored, other than following it through the court system, but Keevil takes a thorough look at the issue and 
provides the reader with an impressive review.

Third place: Bowen Island Undercurrent – Martha Perkins. There is more to environmental reporting than 
identifying the big issues, the science behind them and then trying to make it accessible to the reader. 
Sometimes it’s about what one person can do to make the world a better place – and this story about one 
man does that. It’s readable, it’s fun and it’s refreshing.



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

First place is earned by Elmira-Woolwich Observer reporter Joni Miltenburg. Her story about a family-
owned wrecking yard in the era of “green practices” was excellent, and better than every other entry in 
this category. The story was factual, funny, included solid quoting, had an intensely local focus but global 
appeal at the same time, attractive lay-out and photography and was eye-catching on a two-page spread.  
The article had no obvious weaknesses, but perhaps could have benefitted from a bit more reflection on 
how non-recycled auto parts have harmed the environment in the past, especially if there was a good local 
anecdote. Also, the spread should have been in color.

Second place in the same category went to Wetaskiwin Times-Observer editor Jerold LeBlanc’s story. The 
article had lots of factual source material and a generous amount of quotation from scientists, residents and 
health officials. The lengthy closure of the beach, virtually the entire summer, was a serious issue that got 
good coverage in this community paper. The August 18 cover photo was striking, and illustrated graphically 
the environmental impact this algae bloom had. Perhaps more of the photos could have been printed in 
colour, and the lay-out of the articles did seem a bit “crammed in.”

Third place was earned by the South Delta Leader’s reporter Kristine Salzmann, along with brilliant 
photography by Tyler Garnham. Salzmann’s story told an interesting and compelling profile of Carole Vignale, 
an average local woman whose dedication to a zero environmental footprint on her community. The story 
showed such a zero footprint lifestyle is actually a lot cheaper and easier than many people think. The front 
page photo was dazzling, while inside color photos accompanying the story were good, but should have 
been bigger. The article was heavily narrated by the reporter; that is, more quotations, especially in Vignale’s 
own words, would have made the story better and explained why it is so important to this lady to live in such 
a manner.

 

Judge: Stu Salkeld  

Joni Miltenburg
Observer

Elmira-Woolwich, ON

Kristine Salzmann
South Delta Leader

South Delta, BC

Jerold LaBlanc
Times Advertiser

Wetaskiwin, AB

BEST ENVIRONMENTAL WRITING
Class 3012
Circulation 10,000 and over



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

Monique McKay and Kevin Weedmark put together a fantastic package rife with information and detail 
on a global topic that was well written and well researched. McKay presents a compelling narrative, offering 
an insider’s glimpse into the struggles of a community facing the prospect of wind turbines. Weedmark took 
the time to gather and research claims, developing an in-depth looks at wind turbines that dispels industry 
and anti-activist group jargon. These stories, in addition to following the issue through to the end, made for a 
winning entry.

Angele Cano draws the reader in with a beautiful prose that eloquently describes the struggles of a young 
immigrant family trying to make it as farmers in rural Nova Scotia. Not only are the challenges of being in a 
new country explained, so are the trials of living in a small agriculturally driven community. A very special 
piece of writing. 

John Thompson’s series on ATVs’ impact on the local environment showcases his solid writing and 
reporting skills when tackling an obviously divisive and contentious issue. Thompson offers insight to both 
sides of the issue, as well as a first-hand perspective that cannot be found from an office. Excellent reporter 
initiative.

 

Judge:  Melissa Lampman

Monique McKay and Kevin Woodmark
World-Spectator

Moosomin, SK

John Thompson
Yukon News

Whitehorse, YT

Angele Cano
The Weekly Press

Enfield, NS

EXCELLENCE IN RURAL REPORTING
Class 3021
Circulation open



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

First place: Salmon Arm Observer

Great main article. Good feature lede gets readers right in the Peterson’s kitchen, followed by a strong, 
clean nutgraf that explains why this story is important. This is a key question many should be ready to 
answer: Why is the story they’re writing important? Also, this piece has good sidebars. More interviews would 
have helped, as would including the minister in the main story instead of a sidebar. However, this was a great 
read and a great way of highlighting an important issue for the community while at the same time giving it a 
human face. 

Second place: Yellowknifer

Good localization of a wider trend. Great cross-section of sources and detailed research, taking numerous 
factors into account while still keeping the writing clean and enjoyable to read. Great factboxes, photos and 
stats. The only thing missing is what happens to the employees who are being laid off, the business owner, 
those who relied on the stores to feed them and their families.

Third place: Humboldt Journal

A good cross-section of interviews and a great way to take an event, in this case the three-week closure 
of a highway due to flooding, and go a little further by finding the impact on businesses. Try a feature 
lede, taking us inside one of the businesses, showing the owner’s frustration, his irritation, his worry, then 
explaining the survey. Then go from business-to-business, painting the picture of what it’s like in each. Try to 
watch the repetitive wording. Great idea, just take it to the next level.

 

Judge: Lee Berthiaume   

Martha Wickett
Salmon Arm Observer

Salmon Arm, BC

Journal newsroom
Humboldt Journal

Humboldt, SK

Guy Quenneville
Yellowknifer

Yellowknife, NT

BEST BUSINESS WRITING
Class 3031
Circulation up to 9,999



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

BEST BUSINESS WRITING
Class 3032
Circulation 10,000 and over

Mario Bartel
News Leader

New Westminster, BC

Cory Hare
St. Albert Gazette

St. Albert, AB

Sandra Thomas
The Vancouver Courie

Vancouver, BC

 

Judge: Jessica Peters   

Business affects the average reader. But engaging that average reader in a business story is no easy 
task. Each of the winners here went beyond the numbers, conveying passion and reasoning through their 
storytelling. 

First place went to the Vancouver Courier for its compassionate and comprehensive look at the business of 
death, and how we can mitigate our eco-footprint. This potentially morbid topic was handled with humour, 
grace and plenty of usable information. I feel better prepared to make a decision myself, because of the story, 
and it was interesting enough to bring up in conversations in the weeks after reading the story. Well done, 
Sandra! 

Second place was given to the News Leader for answering the question: Why do businesses fail? By 
juxtaposing two business — one at its end and one starting up — the reader gets a compelling and clear 
look at the risks, guts, preparation and education involved in succeeding in small business. 

Third place goes to the St. Albert Gazette. The story of a family’s legacy is told through solid history and 
strong quotes. The reader knows that this is a make-it or break-it time for the business involved.



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

BEST AGRICULTURAL EDITION
Class 3041
Circulation up to 9,999

World-Spectator
Moosomin, SK

Temiskaming Speaker
New Liskeard , ON

Aylmer Express
Aylmer, ON

 

Judge:  Andrea Rondeau

There were a lot of quality entries in this category, with the staff of many of the papers having obviously 
done a lot of work to put together editions that really delved into farming in their local areas.

That said, on the whole not enough attention was paid to getting local, quality photographs to accompany 
the editions and break up some very text-heavy pages. Note to editors: extra-wide columns are painful to 
read and only make pages look more text-heavy. Also, take the time and effort to take photos of people. 
Readers love those local faces. (Of course, animals can have a lot of personality, too.) Also beware of canned 
copy. I read material on safety by Theresa Whalen in a considerable number of entries.

The top two in this category were extremely close. Both had great local content, good use of photos, and 
overall attractive layouts.

The Aylmer Express came out on top due to the sheer number and scope of local agriculture stories 
included in their edition. There was not a scrap of canned copy, and the writers got out into the community 
and talked to a huge number of people. The cover of this edition was eye-catching and excellent.

The World-Spectator out of Moosomin was a close second, with some of the best writing in the 
competition. Local photos were also top-notch. The decision between first and second place came down to 
the inclusion in this edition of some canned copy.

Third place was also a tight race, with The Temiskaming Speaker coming out on top. Highlights were an 
attractive cover, lots of local copy and good local photos of local people.



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

BEST AGRICULTURAL EDITION
Class 3042
Circulation 10,000 and over

 Prairie Post
Swift Current, AB

Lloydminster Source
Lloydminster, SK

 Cowichan Valley Citizen
Duncan, BC

 

Judge: Rob Learn  

Agriculture is one of those subjects that put fear into an editor’s wary glare as they imagine their readers’ 
eyes glazing over at the mere mention of the word. Columns on moisture content, soil pH, crop rotation, 
quota systems and marketing boards aren’t what editors obsessed with engaging their readers drool over. 
But in rural Canada, it’s something they need to get over. 

The Cowichan Valley Citizen did more than get over it. From the front cover to the diverse yet focused local 
articles that seamlessly wound their way throughout the edition, their Annual Agricultural Edition sets the 
standard for community newspapers getting their fingernails dirty. Nearly every story is accompanied by 
strong art and the planning and thought that went into each article is very evident. 

Second place winner the Prairie Post’s Bull Breeders special section had the potential to walk away with the 
category but heavy use of outsourced articles that are hard to read and full of jargon held back its potential. 
Better art direction would also help what is otherwise a very strong product that must be a source of pride. 

Third place Lloydminster Source’s Agricultural Safety Week is a sharp looking product with many well 
written articles and strong art direction. More focus on localizing content would be of help. The Hill Times 
and Embassy from Ottawa both had strong entries and would have placed with better ads and art support. 
Many entries suffered in this category from being agriculturalish and not focused on the topic at hand.  



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

BEST AGRICULTURAL STORY
Class 3051
Circulation open

Pat Peckover
Humboldt Journal

Humboldt, SK

Judie Steeves
Capital News
Kelowna, BC

Doug Coxson
New Hamburg Independent

New Hamburg, ON

 

Judge:  Karen Miceli 

I can say without exception the 58 entries in this class deluded into pressing agricultural issues. But about 
a quarter rose above the rest due to their impact, quality of writing and depth. It was a challenge to choose 
three among the front-runnets, and then decide the positions of the top three. 

However, the cream of the crop (no pun intended) is the well-researched entry by the New Hamburg 
Independent’s Doug Coxon. The story calls into question the effects of protective planning policies and 
urban encroachment on farmers. Great work. 

A close second is Pat Peckover’s indepth story on rising lake water’s impact on farmers. 

Judie Steeves’ piece for Kelowna Capital News deserves third spot for her extensive reporting on the end of 
an era for irrigation districts. 

Honorable mention to Sarah Simpson of the Cowichan Valley Citizen for her piece on local beekeepers’ 
concerns about the lift of a ban on importation, due to possible disease and fungus. 

Honorable mention to Paul J. Henderson of the Chilliwack Times for his strory on the decline of rural life. It 
was part of a three-part series. I wish I could have read all of it. 



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

OUTSTANDING CAMPUS NEWSPAPER
Class 4011
Circulation open

The Cord
Wilfrid Laurier University

Algonquin Times
Algonquin College

The Varsity
University of Toronto

 

Judge: Louise Sproule  

The seven entries in this category show great initiative and striving to represent on-campus news 
and in some cases, news that reaches off-campus, which is great to see. The University of Toronto’s “The 
Varsity” emerged as the best: clear and engaging writing, a front page that truly gets one’s attention, good 
photography, interesting design and effective use of colour come together to nudge “The Varsity” into 
first place. There is a surprising range of stories presented here. Good editing and beyond-the-campus 
perspective make this paper a pleasure to read. It is interesting to see that there is still a lot of “black ink”, or 
reading material here, which seems to go against the trend of presenting more news items that are shorter in 
length. 

“The Cord” is next with a close second-place ranking. Here is another campus publication that contains 
top-notch writing, has great design elements, great photos and obviously has a staff that is taking a broader 
view in its approach to news coverage for the campus. A very light and clean design which is a nice balance 
to the serious issues being tackled by the staff writers. The ragged-right news text makes it more appealing 
to read the longer stories. 

“Algonquin Times” is a really close third. Good content, good design, good writing and good ad content all 
make for a first-rate publication. The paper’s design could use an update. While the stories were informative, 
sometimes leading edge, the traditional fonts in the too-large headlines took away from what could have 
been a more innovative look to match the content. Adding some graphic elements to highlight specific 
elements of some stories would refresh this publication.



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

BEST CAMPUS NEWS STORY
Class 4021
Circulation open

Kayla Cabral
 Niagara News
Niagara College

Dylan Robertson
The Varsity

University of Toronto

Alexandria Eldridge
 The Gateway

University of Alberta

 

Judge: Roszan Holmen  

Alexandria Eldridge did a great job uncovering shocking allegations against the Delta Kappa Epsilon 
fraternity. Eldridge also backed up her anonymous sources with video and documentation of hazing rituals, 
contrary to university and fraternity policy. The article’s greatest strength was its tangible impact, spurring 
coverage by national media and contributing to the fraternity’s suspension. Clear writing rounded out this 
winning article, however, a lengthy definition of hazing in the third paragraph slows its momentum.

Taking second place, Kayla Cabral localizes a provincial issue of considerable interest to students, dealing 
with how tuition dollars can be spent. With strong writing, Cabral zeros in on the relevance to the college 
of potential new rules forbidding public spending on private lobbyists. Many points of view balance the 
article, and it was  great to read commentary from the students themselves. The article could be improved by 
clarifying the “proposed legislation.” Proposed and supported by who?

Third place goes to Dylan Robertson for delving into the possibility of donor influence on academics. As 
cash-stretched universities rely more heavily on corporate donations, the issue of independent research is 
of grave concern to students. Finding faculty willing to raise concerns publicly about a $35 million donation 
provides a strong basis for the article, but more voices (such as those from the students’ union or the 
Academic Board of Governing Council) would improve the discussion. Also, who are the professors leading 
the charge and what is their interest?



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

BEST CAMPUS FEATURE STORY
Class 4031
Circulation open

Ali Churchill and Dustin Blumhagen
The Gateway

University of Alberta

Sylvie Berry
Niagara News

Niagara College

Emily Kreiberg
The Weal

Southern Alberta Institute of Technology

 

Judge: Lisa Joy  

In each of the three winning features, the human experience is evident, which some of the other entries 
lacked.

Emily Kreiberg’s  “Loss of son in house fire spurs mother’s action” is the most poignant. The opening grabs 
your attention and keeps you reading throughout with a well-crafted beginning, middle and powerful 
ending. The news feature delved into the human element of a news story of how one family struggled with 
the painful loss of a loved one in a tragic house fire that claimed the lives of three youth. The feature not only 
describes the problem of a fire starting from a space heater in an apartment that had heating problems, but 
it also shows what is being done to solve these types of issues. 

Ali Churchill and Dustin Blumhagen’s “Tattoos” is entertaining, well researched and informative. The 
opening draws you in and you can almost smell the antiseptic yourself. Humour is said to be the most 
difficult form of writing and this feature effectively has the reader chuckling several times.

Sylvie Berry’s “Inspiration for young mothers” delves into the struggles of a young single mother attending 
college. The mother’s triumph over a troubled youth portrays the human spirit to overcome adversity.



FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE THIRD PLACE

BEST CAMPUS PHOTOGRAPHY
Class 4041
Circulation open

James MacKenzie
The Weal

Southern Alberta Institute of Technology

Andrew Rusk
The Varsity

University of Toronto

Nick Lachance
The Cord

Wilfrid Laurier University

 

Judge:  Cody Storm Cooper

First place: The Cord, Wilfrid Laurier University

The winning photo in this class is one of celebrating Canadians, the photographer took the initiative to 
head out into the streets to capture the event as it was unfolding on the campus. With a creative angle that 
allowed him to show more people, he captured the cheer and excitement on the faces of his fellow students 
as they celebrated Canada’s gold medals in Men’s Hockey at the Olympics. 

Second place: The Weal, Southern Alberta Institute of Technology

Both second and third place photos were great shots, however the photo taken by James MacKenzie of the 
firefighter battling the blaze, drew you into the image and ask what happened next. The fact that the fire was 
a staged event diminishes its value slightly compared to an actual spot news event. 

Third place: The Varsity, University of Toronto

With the third place foto of the Dalai Lama by Andrew Rusk, it was an interesting portrait that probably 
could have been better. I would have liked to have seen him interacting with someone. 
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